
   Science 
   The Handicapped Observation System
    Human observation of reality is limited and handicapped.
    We can’t yet observe all of reality.
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CLAIM: Science (human observation and knowledge) is limited, handicapped and frail. 
The philosophy of Materialistic science that eliminates any supernatural cause or origin is 
scientifically false.  Our trust in Science should be critical and humble. 

Materialism / Atheism / Naturalism are all beliefs that there are 
only natural processes in the universe, and they redefine science 
as limited to only natural and observable processes. 

These are falsifiable and scientifically inaccurate beliefs. 
Humans cannot observe all of reality.
Until just recently in human history and science we could not observe microscopic 
worlds, deep space, much of the electromagnetic spectrum (UV and Infared light).

Just because we can not observe 
something, does it mean it does not 
exist or is not real?

Material naturalism claims that if 
humans can’t observe and study 
something scientifically is must not be 
real. That is scientifically false.

http://www.scienceug.com/super-natural-science.html

Just a few REAL 
things we could 
not scientifically 
observe until we 
built machines to 
stretch our obser-
vational horizons.

Deep Space

Microscopic 
Organisms

UV & infar-red light



‘[C]an the mind of man, which has, as I fully believe, been developed from a 
mind as low as that possessed by the lowest animal, be trusted when it draws 
such grand conclusions?’4
The Autobiography of Charles Darwin http://creation.com/darwins-arguments-against-god

“Your thoughts are the result of chance, so why should we trust thoughts- yours, mine or anyones as they 
are a product of randomness. Our brain and intelligence are the result of randomness,” the NP Evolutionist 
claims. But their claim and that you should believe it are defeated by their own assertions. 

                                    http://www.dayandhour.com/essays/OnEvolution.pdf          taking back “evolution”

Charles Darwin writes
But then with me the horrid doubt always arises whether the convictions of man’s 
mind, which has been developed from the mind of the lower animals, are of any 
value or at all trustworthy. Would any one trust in the convictions of a monkey’s 
mind, if there are any convictions in such a mind?
(Letter to William Graham, 3 July 1881, posted at the Darwin Correspondence Project.)
http://crev.info/2013/05/how-students-should-deal-with-evolution-evangelists/

Can Science account for Everything?
“There are many things that can not be proven scientifically, but that we are all 
rational to accept.
• Logical and mathematical truths cannot be proven (evidenced) by science. Science pre-suposes logic and 

math so that to try to prove them by science would be arguing in a circle.
• Metaphysical truths, like there are other minds other than my own, or that the external world is real, or that 

the past was not created five minutes ago with an appearance of age, are rational beliefs that can not be 
scientifically proven.

• Ethical beliefs about statements of value are not accessible by the scientific method. You can’t show by 
science whether the Nazi scientist in the camps did anything evil as opposed to the scientists in Western 
democracies.

• Aesthetic judgments can not be accessed by the scientific method because the “beautiful likely-hood” can 
not be scientifically proven.

• Science can not be justified by the scientific method. Science is permeated with unprovable assumptions. 
For example, in the special theory (principle) of relativity, the whole theory hinges on the assumption that the 
speed of light is constant in a one way direction between any two points, a and b. But that strictly can not be 
proven, we simply have to assume that in order to hold to the theory.” 

William Lane Craig vs Peter Atkins (first debate)       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9c2626M5ek

Whenever you hear a scientific claim, ask, “What are the inherent assumptions in this theory?”
 http://www.scienceug.com/super-natural-science.html

 Supernatural beliefs of naturalistic “scientists”...
The end is Nye! -This is Genesis Week, Episode 1, Season 2 with Ian Juby aka Wazooloo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUlLp0xmsZ0

10 Questions for Creationists This is Genesis Week ep 23 season 3 
with Ian Juby aka Wazooloo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hx32JqqNN98
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